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Order submission by investors is the foundation of the order-driven market, and 
the heart of investors' trading strategies. So far, there are two main limitations of the 
research on order submission behavior of investors. One is that the research has 
focused on overseas stock markets, not on derivatives markets. The other one is that 
all studies are based on the whole market, not on the differences between investors. 
This paper uses detailed order data in TAIEX option market to investigate order 
submission behavior of domestic institutional investors, foreign institutional investors, 
individual investors and market-makers, and then examine various information 
content and affecting factors implied by investors’ submission behavior. 
(1)In this paper, we empirically analyze the characteristics of the four types of 
investors. First, we find that although all investors prefer short-term at-the-money 
options and out-the-money options in pursuit of high liquidity, high leverage and high 
volatility sensitivity, they are still rational and patient, because they are more inclined 
to submit small orders(buy or sell), superior orders(buy or sell) and quoted orders(buy 
or sell), cancel inferior orders(buy or sell), quoted orders(buy or sell) and superior 
orders(buy or sell), and not interested in orders that are too aggressive or passive. 
Second, submission behavior by four types of investors exhibits significant 
intraday patterns. Orders submitted/cancelled by domestic institutional investors, 
individual investors and market makers are most frequent asymmetrically during early 
morning and late afternoon; orders frequency by foreign institutional investors 
increases since opening, and become bigger until closing. This reflects the 
accumulation effect of overnight information at opening time and the needs of 
investors liquidated demand and informed trading at closing time. We further examine 
changes of order in whole days, and find domestic institutional investors, individual 
investors and market makers are more likely to trade though small orders, superior 
orders and quote orders, while foreign institutional investors tend to arbitrage with 
total orders and small orders 
Finally, orders submitted/cancelled by four types of investor exhibits 















is caused by herding effect and order splitting strategies. 
(2)By constructing the directional information index and volatility information 
index from multi-dimensional, we test directional information and volatility 
information in orders submitted/cancelled by different investors, and explore the 
difference among investors. First, all the orders submitted/cancelled contain 
significant prediction ability about future returns, and the orders submitted show 
stronger prediction ability than orders cancelled. Moreover, we find that domestic 
institutional investors, individuals and market makers are informed speculators, and 
foreign institutional investors are arbitrageurs. Among the speculators, domestic 
institutional investors are losers, who are more likely to submit aggressive deep 
out-the-money options in seek of high leverage; market makers tend to submit 
passive out-the-money options in directional informed trading, while individuals 
prefer aggressive deep in-the-money options. For arbitrageurs, foreign institutional 
investors prefer to submit aggressive in-the-money options and at-the-money 
options in pursuit of high sensitivity and high liquidity.  
Second, we test whether investors contain volatility information. In the whole 
market, orders submitted have strong prediction ability about future TAIEX 
volatility, but orders cancelled don’t. Moreover, order behavior of domestic 
institutional investors and foreign institutional investors contains volatility 
prediction information while individual investors and market maker does not. 
Orders cancelled by all investors don't have volatility prediction ability. The 
informed investors with volatility information prefer to submit passive 
at-the-money options. 
(3)We analyze the factors that influence order submission of investors by 
ordered probit model. We find that four of eleven factors have a significant effect 
on order submission, which is the type of last orders, bid-ask spread, volatility, 
percentage of positive changes of midpoint. Moreover, the factors have different 
influence on order submission/cancellation behavior of different investors. For 
example, the bigger volatility is, the more aggressive orders submitted by domestic 
institutional investors, foreign institutional investors and market makers are, the 
less aggressive orders cancelled by them are; while the less aggressive orders 















them are. Therefore, different order strategies by different investors depend on 
different factors.  
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